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August 4th 2017

EVERY INTERACTION MATTERS!
POSITIVE EDUCATION!

WHATS ON?
11th Aug Teddy
Bear Hospital
Prep students
16th Aug
Brainstorm
Production MPR
17th Aug First
Aid In Schools

NUT FREE!
Due to a number of
students enrolled at
our Campus being
severely anaphylactic
to ingesting and
touching Nuts, and in
accordance with
DEECD Policy, the P-4
Campus is a NUT FREE
Campus. We ask
parents to refrain
from sending their
child to school with
any food containing
nuts or nut products.

On Wednesday the whole P-12 College staff
attended a fantastic Professional learning
session on Positive Education. This day was
presented by Geelong Grammar school and
was all about staff and student wellbeing. The
wellbeing of our students is paramount and
when a child is happy and flourishing their
academic ability improves. The aim of the day
was to allow our staff to understand the
importance of wellbeing not only for
themselves but also our students. This is not a
program but a philosophy and a way of living.
We all have bad days but with a positive
mindset and attitude we can learn to
overcome those bad moments much quicker.
Our aim as a college is to start living the
Positive Education Philosophy straight away
and we have set ourselves some goals to
achieve this. We are all very excited about
living the Positive Education philosophy and
immersing our students in this fantastic
positive way of life. It teaches everyone to
approach unpleasantness in a more positive
and productive way.

IMPORTANT
INFORMATION

Year 3 & 4 Camps
PAYMENT PLANS
AVAILABLE
Families of our Year 3/4
students, we are currently
in the planning phase for
our fabulous camps that
take place in term 4. Initial
details of the camps are:
Year 3 Beechworth
Oct 19th – Oct 20th
Estimated cost approx
$160
Year 4 Phillip Island
Oct 10th - Oct 12th
Estimated Cost approx
$340
Further details will be sent
home as they become
available.
Parents are welcome to
contact Sharon in the
office on 57443104 to set
up payment plans to assist
in the payment of Camps.

This week we introduce Grade 3/4 E.

In the ¾ Unit , our class novel
was the Demon Dentist by
David Walliams. We have
loved reading this book
together. To present all the
reading strategies that we have
practised along the way, we are
completing a book report. We
have had to visualise a scene
from a chapter and then draw
and write about it. We have
practised our skills of
summarising the text. The
telephone picture gave us the
opportunity to make inferences
about the characters and
support them with evidence. It
has been a fabulous novel and
inspired some of the students to
try some of his other books.

Last week we mentioned to our parent community that it was
so important that you were aware of what your children are
doing when they are using social media. Please have a look
at the list below that indicates legal ages for current apps
used by our young students. It is interesting to note that
there are only two apps that children under 13 are legally
allowed to access. Reasons why age restrictions are put on
apps is that young students are not mentally or socially ready
or capable of understanding the correct use of these apps and
often find themselves in tricky situations.
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